Paid Internship Opportunity: Campus Ambassador
Location: Austin, TX
Meowtel is looking for the purrfect people to join our cat-crazy team! Meowtel.com provides a platform that
connects busy cat parents with trusted and insured cat sitters. We are looking for talented individuals who can
operate autonomously, are extremely self-motivated, and care deeply about helping the lives of cats and cat
parents.
Internship Description
The Campus Ambassador at UT Austin is responsible for the planning & execution of Meowtel sitter recruitment
initiatives and developing partnerships with local cat-related organizations. You will have the opportunity to work
directly alongside Meowtel’s leadership team as well as with other Campus Ambassadors across the country.
Primary responsibilities include: recruiting sitters by raising brand awareness amongst relevant UT student groups
and being a key point of contact for the sitter on-boarding process, running select social media campaigns and
creating sitter content, and analyzing local opportunities for partnerships and growth.
Required Qualifications
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Desired Experience

Punctual both in-person and with assigned tasks
Great oral and written communicator, mastery of
Google’s suite of products
Pays attention to detail, able to spot and prevent errors
Able to successfully work autonomously
Shows initiative with recognized tasks not specifically
assigned to you
A fond appreciation for cats!

1.

2.
3.

Familiarity with running social
media campaigns and creating viral
content
Being an out-of-the-box thinker and
embracing creativity
Bonus points if you have
participated in the sharing economy
(e.g. driving for Lyft or hosting on
Airbnb)

Expectations, Compensation, and Why Join Meowtel:
• 16 hours per week (8 hours in the office, 8 hours on campus); base hourly rate of $9/hour
• Opportunity to get in on the ground level of a startup
• The chance to make a difference in the lives of cats
• Work directly with the leadership team and gain valuable training & mentoring
Apply
If you think you would be a good fit, don’t paws… apply today! Please send your resume to sonya@meowtel.com
along with answers to the following questions. If we see a fit, we will be in touch!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do you have prior work experience with a startup or young company? If so, please share your experience.
What is your favorite thing about cats and why?
What does your ideal work environment look like?
Share 2-3 sentences about someone you admire greatly. Why did you choose this person?
Describe your greatest strength and greatest opportunity.
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